With the rapid development of modern scientific technology, the electronic majors such as technology, communication, navigation and automatic control, have great breakthrough and innovation in depth and width. Some new type tip subject need miniaturization of inductance elements and simplification of the memory . This article has the study on the problems mentioned above from the aspect of classical field.
Introduction
With the modern science theory, it is proved that the capacitor incurvate can turn into inductive components. And to realize capacitor super miniaturization, modern science and technology can completely solve it. Therefore the inductive components of miniaturization can be easily solved. As shown in figure 1 of two-port networks, in the 2-2 if a capacitor C/termination, as shown, reference direction. 
According to the definition of incurvate i u r 2 1 − = (2) With the formula 1 and formula 2, we can get: U U U
Thus the part of the circuit parameters for Y 1 is:
In figure 3 there are:
So parameters Y 2 is:
Network parameters for general Y:
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Formula (4) of the parameters, it is shown in the Y rotation. Therefore the circuit diagram shown an editor. Its rotation coefficient is 1 R . Generally, due to the influence of resistance components, with two error amplifier and partial resistance level to realize incurvate elements can have certain difficulty. According to the theoretical analysis and experimental results prove that the actual realization circuit should turn the correction, as figure 4 shows.
Figure 4: Correction Circuit of Gyrator

Study on memory resistors
So far, the general electric, electronics and related disciplines in every field, although constitute the basic model, phyletic and various. But the basic components comprise circuit, either resistors R, inductors L and capacitor C three.
The three basic elements from the study of the relationship between constraints, will have a very important inspiration, thus the existence of resistors are memory.
1．Resistors. In 1826 German physicist named ohms proved that: u(t)＝R i (t) In u-i plane, the relationship of a line for through the origin, this is the ohm's law. If the line of slope do not change over time, it is called constantly resistance.
If this concept is developed and deepened, the element in any time t, the voltage and current relationship by u-i can be a curve to determine the plane, the component is called resistors, the constraint equations is: f(u,I,t)＝0 So, if the resistance is instantaneous components or no memory components. The current i product voltage u, power is expressed as:
Inductor. In 1831 British physicist Faraday proposed that inductors is inductance coil model. It is the magnetic flux chain ψ and current i in the relationship, i ψ − used a plane curve to determine. The curve of the slope is inductive components. The constraint relation is:
So we can know, The formula shows that in any time t, inductive components on magnetic flux chain ( ) In reference voltage and current under the direction of the elements, at any time the power of this component is:
In a moment the stored energy in inductive components is: This shows, at any time t, capacitance components charge ( ) q t is relate with the current i from the moment -∞ to t, q (t) has the function of memory.
In the current and voltage reference direction, at any moment power of components is:
In a moment stored energy of Capacitance components is: Wc(t)= ( ) 
The formula shows that ( ) u t and ( ) are not dynamic. The four variables of implicit in the first three respectively represent the three basic elements of known, namely resistance R, inductance L and capacitance C. As shown in figure 5 , characteristics of the corresponding components is shown by the (1), (2), (3) three lines. As the same reasons, according to completely similar physical line (4) should also be representative of the determination of components. Although it is not same with the three basic elements, its characteristic can be expressed by a curve in q ψ − plane. The exists of the memritor resistor is logical reasoning, science respecting and reasonable prove. This is same that after the Great Russian chemistry Dmitri Ivanovich Mendeleev invented the chemical element, he also inferred that there are some chemical elements which not been discovered.
Memritor resistor. If Memritor resistor is looked as the two end components, and expressed with a curve in a plane q ψ − :
With the characteristic of ψ and q, Memritor resistor has the capacity of memory. . According to the formula 5 :
is named incremental memristancc Formula 6 shows the relationship between the u and i which can be seem as generalized ohm's law, and the value of ( ) M q at any moment depends on the total charge. Similarly, if the characteristic of Memritor resistor is expressed to 
In formula 7, ( )
) is named incremental memductancc.
In generalized dynamic system, the characteristic of Memritor resistor can be expressed to: 
Formula 8 can be analyzed by inductance resistance.
Conclusion
In summary, as a new-type element, Memritor resistor is being understood and utilized.
